Abstract-This paper investigates the performance of the error-forecasting decoding for an interleaved block code on Gilbert-Elliott channels in terms of the word error probability, which is the sum of the decoder error and failure probabilities. We derive expressions by constructing several Markov chains, starting from a two-state Markov chain of the Gilbert-Elliott channel model. The derived formulas are examined for an interleaved Reed-Solomon code on soliddensity and moderate-density burst error channels. Numerical results indicate that the error-forecasting decoding can significantly improve the performance, particularly on soliddensity burst error channels. The optimal depth of interleaving for the error-forecasting decoding is also numerically evaluated.
I. Introduction
I NTERLEAVING block codes of short length is a common countermeasure against burst errors [1, pp. 468-470] . We refer to an [N, K, D] block code to be interleaved as a component code. In general, when an interleaving of depth L is employed, L received words of the component code are decoded in a separate and independent manner. However, taking into account correlation of burst errors, error locations in a received word are likely to be erroneous in the neighboring received word. Hence, the use of the erasures-and-errors decoder [2, pp. 227-234] , which regards error locations in the neighboring received word as erasure locations, may improve the decoding performance. Such a decoding algorithm is known as the error-forecasting decoding [3] , [4] , [5] . The error-forecasting decoding has been already implemented in deep space communication systems and its performance has been evaluated by means of simulations [3] , [4] , [6] The effect of imperfect interleaving has been discussed in the literature such as [9] and [10] . In [9] an explicit expression of the error probability of a component code is derived on so-called simplified Gilbert channels [7] . In [10] the effect of imperfect interleaving is examined on Rayleigh fading channels modeled by the Gilbert-Elliott channels [7] , [8] . However, none of the literature has considered the error-forecasting decoding.
In this paper, we analyze the performance of the errorforecasting decoding for an interleaved block code on burst error channels. As a performance measure, we consider
The author is with the Department of Communication Engineering, Okayama Prefectural University, 111, Kuboki, Soja, 719-1197 Japan (e-mail: sakaki@c.oka-pu.ac.jp). the sum of the decoder error and failure probabilities for a component code, which is referred to as the word error probability. The Gilbert-Elliott channel [7] , [8] is employed as a model for burst error channels. Starting from the twostate Markov chain of the Gilbert-Elliott channel model, we construct several Markov chains. Then, we explicitly derive the probability generating function with respect to the number of received words with decoder error or decoder failure. Finally, using the probability generating functions, we formulate the word error probability.
The rest of the present paper is organized as follows: The error-forecasting decoding considered here is described in Section II. In Section III the Gilbert-Elliott channel model and its characteristics are presented. The probability generating function relevant to the word error probability is derived in Section IV. Section V gives formulas for the word error probability, and Section VI presents some numerical results for an interleaved Reed-Solomon code on solid-density and moderate-density burst error channels. Section VII concludes the present paper.
II. Error-Forecasting Decoding
Consider an interleaved [N, K, D] block code of depth L, as shown in Fig. 1 . We assume that symbols in the codewords are transmitted column by column.
The decoding algorithm of the error-forecasting decoding is summarized as the following [3] , [4] , [5] :
Step 1: Decode L received words independently with the bounded distance decoder for the component [N, K, D] code, so that t or fewer symbol errors in a received word are corrected, where t = (D − 1)/2 1 . Set an error-flag on a received word when uncorrectable errors are detected.
Step 2: If no received words have the error-flag, terminate the algorithm as decoding success. If all the received words have the error-flag, terminate the algorithm as decoding failure. Otherwise, go to the next step.
Step 3: For an arbitrary pair of adjacent received words with and without the error-flag, decode the received word with the error-flag by the erasures-and-errors decoder in which the error locations of the other received word without the error-flag are regarded as erasure locations. When the erasures-and-errors decoder succeeds, remove the error-flag.
Step 4: Repeat Step 3 until no such pairs can be found or the erasures-and-errors decoder can not eliminate the error-flag any further. ✷ For comparison, the decoding algorithm that employs only the bounded distance decoder for each received word is referred to as the conventional decoding.
Example 1: Let us consider an interleaved code of depth L = 7 with minimum distance D = 6. Assume that channel errors shown in Fig. 2(a) occur. The bounded distance decoder in Step 1 can correct errors in the 0th and 4th words, since each of them has two errors. This results in Fig. 2(b) . The triple errors in the 1st and 5th words can be corrected by the erasures-and-errors decoder in Step 3, since two out of three errors can be treated as erasures (Fig. 2(c) ). Repeating Step 3, we can also correct triple errors in the 2nd and 3rd words. However, errors in the last word are left uncorrected ( Fig. 2(d) ). As a result, the word error probability for the error-forecasting decoding is evaluated as 1/7, while that for the conventional decoding is 4/7.
III. Gilbert-Elliott Channel
The Gilbert-Elliott channel model [7] , [8] is shown in Fig. 3 .
A channel error occurs with probability 1 − g in State G and with probability 1 − h in State B, where we assume that 1 − g 1 − h. Denoting the transition probabilities from State G to G and from State B to B by λ G and λ B , respectively, the steady-state probability distribution can be given by
Then, the average error probability ε of the Gilbert-Elliott channel model can be obtained as
The average length B av of consecutive runs of State B's (B-runs) is given by since the length of B-runs is geometrically distributed. Conversely, for given ε and B av , the transition probabilities λ G and λ B can be reformulated as
Furthermore, following [9] , the -step transition probabilities λ ( ) G (State G to G in steps, not necessarily the 
respectively. Note that we can easily prove (1) by induction with respect to .
IV. Derivation of Probability Generating
Functions We derive the probability generating function relevant to the word error probability in the following four steps:
1. Construct a Markov chain with respect to a pair of channel states in the adjacent received words; 2. Construct a Markov chain with respect to a pair of error events in the adjacent received words; 3. Formulate the joint probabilities for the number of errors in the adjacent received words; 4. Derive the probability generating function with respect to the number of received words with uncorrectable errors. For mathematical tractability, we assume that any error pattern of t + 1 or more errors in a received word can be detected in Step 1. This assumption is valid for a ReedSolomon code with large t, since the probability of decoder error is less than 1/t! as proved by McEliece and Swanson [11] . Otherwise, we validate the assumption by additionally assuming that K information symbols in the component code include redundancy for an error-detection code with sufficiently small undetected-error probability, so that any decoder error in Step 1 can be detected.
A. Pairs of Channel States in the Adjacent Received Words
Consider a pair of channel states in the adjacent received words. Since the Gilbert-Elliott channel model consists of two states, four pairs of channel states suffice as illustrated in Fig. 4 :
A pair of channel states is L − 1 steps apart from the previous or the next pair on the Gilbert-Elliott channel model. Hence, the transition probabilities p i,j from S i to S j can be evaluated as
where λ
can be calculated by (1) . The steady-state probabilities σ i of S i are given as the root of the following system of equations:
where P is a transition matrix given by
This system of equations can be easily solved and we obtain the steady-state probabilities;
B. Pairs of Error Events in the Adjacent Received Words
We modify the expressions in the previous section to those for a pair of error events in the adjacent received words. Corresponding to (2), we can define four pairs of error events, as shown in Fig. 5 ; where "1" represents a channel error. For example, T 2 represents an error event where a channel error occurs in the upper received word, while the corresponding location in the lower word is error-free. It follows that T i may happen in any S j . Using the steady-state probabilities σ i of S i , we can evaluate the steady-state probabilities
where
(5) Furthermore, the state transitions from S i to S j can be classified into the state transitions from T i to T j according to an occurrence of channels errors. For example, any state transitions from S i to S j are categorized into the state transition from T 0 to T 0 , if no channel errors occur. Then, the transition probabilities q i,j from T i to T j are given by the following equation (see Appendix for derivation):
where a superscript T is transpose,
P and H are given by (3) and (5), respectively, and S and T are diagonal matrices defined as
and
respectively.
C. Joint Probability of the Number of Errors in the Adjacent Received Words
We derive the joint probability Pr[i, j] that i and j errors occur in the neighboring received words for i = 0, 1, . . . , N and j = 0, 1, . . . , N.
For the Markov chain in conjunction with T i we denote by T 
where r m [T 
for n = 2, 3, . . . , with the initial conditions 
for i = 0, 1, . . . , N and j = 0, 1, . . . , N. Summing on j, the probability that a received word has i errors can be obtained as
for i = 0, 1, . . . , N. From (9) and (10) the conditional probabilities that there exist j errors in a received word, given that the upper received word has i errors, can be expressed as
for i = 0, 1, . . . , N and j = 0, 1, . . . , N. Next, taking into account error correction by the erasures-and-errors decoder in Step 3, we modify the conditional probability w i,j .
Let us consider an arbitrary pair of adjacent received words such that the upper words has i errors correctable in Step 1 or Step 3 and that the lower word has j errors (j > t). Suppose that T 3 in Fig. 5 is passed through c times in N steps of the pair. Then, T 0 , T 1 , and T 2 are passed through N − i − j + c times, j − c times, and i − c times, respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 6 . In this case, j − c error locations of T 1 in the lower received word are to be regarded as random errors and i locations of T 2 and T 3 are to be treated as erasures by the erasures-and-errors decoder in Step 3. Therefore, if the relation
holds, then j errors in the lower received word can be corrected [2] . As a result, the expression
provides the conditional probability that j errors (j > t) in the lower received word can be corrected, given that i errors correctable in Step 1 or Step 3 are in the upper word.
D. Probability Generating Functions
According to the outcome (success or failure) of the error-forecasting decoding as well as the number of channel errors, we put the following labels on each received word. 12) is satisfied. Using the conditional probabilities (11) and (13), we can construct a Markov chain regarding these labels for L received words as shown in Fig. 7 .
Note that the label δ i never appears in the conventional decoding, since the erasures-and-errors decoder is not employed. This implies that for the conventional decoding we should eliminate the state transitions with the dashed lines in Fig. 7 , since u i,j = 0.
In Fig. 7 {α i } consists of t + 1 states; α 0 , α 1 , . . . , α t . Example 2: Applying the Markov chain in Fig. 7 to Example 1, we obtain a sequence of state transitions;
For the error-forecasting decoding the initial state of the Markov chain in Fig. 7 must be one of α 0 , α 1 , . . . , α t , since
Step 3 starts with a received word without the error-flag. While, for the conventional decoding, the corresponding Markov chain can start from any of α i , β i , or γ i .
In order to evaluate the word error probability, we need to know the probability distribution of the number of received words with uncorrectable errors (labeled β i or γ i ).
Let us denote by ψ( , α i ) the joint probability that errors can not be corrected in out of L received words and that the state transition in Fig. 7 terminates at a received word labeled α i for = 0, 1, . . . , L. We can define the probability generating function with respect to ψ( , α i ) by for i = 0, 1, . . . , t. In a similar manner, we can define the following probability generating functions:
In addition, we denote the sum of the above probability generating functions as
where the coefficient of Z represents the probability that out of L received words have uncorrectable errors. For the conventional decoding, these probability generating functions can be obtained from a matrix operation in (15) on Page 7. The column vector on the right side in (15) represents the probability distribution for the initial state of the conventional decoding, given by (10) . An indeterminate Z is multiplied to the probabilities related to a received word labeled β i or γ i .
For the error-forecasting decoding, using the Markov chain in Fig. 7 , the probability generating functions can be obtained from a matrix operation in (16) on Page 7, where
Pr [i] represents the normalizing factor for the distribution of the number of errors of the initial received word with correctable errors by the bounded distance decoder.
V. Word Error Probability
First, we formulate the expression for the conventional decoding. Then, the corresponding expression is derived for the error-forecasting decoding. Recall that the coefficient of Z in (14) provides the probability that out of L received words have uncorrectable errors.
A. Conventional Decoding
In the conventional decoding, the relation ∆ i (Z) ≡ 0 holds for i = t+1, t+2, . . . , D−1. Averaging the coefficients of Z in (14) on , we can obtain the word error probability;
B. Error-Forecasting Decoding
There exist two possibilities in terminating the errorforecasting decoding. One is to terminate in Step 2 since all the received words have the error-flag or no error-flag. The other is to terminate in Step 4 after the erasures-anderrors decoder is applied to all the received words. The probability that all the received words have the error-flag in Step 2 is given by
where B i (Z) and Γ i (Z) should be calculated using (15). Then, the word error probability for the error-forecasting decoding can be expressed as
, and ∆ i (Z) should be calculated using (16).
VI. Numerical Results
For an interleaved [32,24,9] Reed-Solomon code of depth L we demonstrate numerical results. It is assumed that State G is error-free (1 − g = 0.0) and that the average error probability is ε = 10 −2 . We consider two typical Gilbert-Elliott channels; solid-density burst error channels (1 − h = 1.0) and moderate-density burst error channels (1 − h = 0.5). Note that solid-density burst error channels are equivalent to the simplified Gilbert channel [9] .
The word error probability P W versus the average length of B-runs B av on solid-density and moderate-density burst error channels is indicated in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 , respectively, for various depth L of interleaving. The solid and dashed lines represent the performance of the error-forecasting decoding, and the conventional decoding, respectively.
The performance improvement of the error-forecasting decoding is small for small value of B av , since channel errors tend to be random. For moderate value of B av , the superiority of the error-forecasting decoding is maximized. In our example, the word error probability can be decreased by approximately three orders of magnitude on solid-density burst error channels for L = 128, as shown in Fig. 8 . However, the word error probability rapidly increases for extremely large value of B av , since the number of errors occurred in a received word exceeds the errorcorrecting capability, even if the error-forecasting decoding is employed. Comparing these figures, the error-forecasting decoding can decrease the word error probability on soliddensity burst error channels (Fig. 8 ) more effectively than on moderate-density burst error channels (Fig. 9 ). On solid-density burst error channels errors are likely to propagate to the subsequent transmissions. This results in an effective use of the erasures-and-errors decoder in Step 3.
Notice that performance floors can be observed in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 for the conventional decoding. The value of the floor coincides with the word error probability of a [32,24,9] Reed-Solomon code on random error channels of the average error probability 10 −2 , which can be evaluated as Hence, interleaving with the conventional decoding succeeds in randomizing burst errors in this range of parameters. It follows from Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 that there may exists the optimal value of L which minimizes the word error probability. The optimal value of L is illustrated in Fig. 10 for an interleaved [32,24,9] Reed-Solomon code on Gilbert-Elliott channels with ε = 10 −2 and 1 − g = 0.0 of solid-density (1 − h = 1.0) and moderate-density (1 − h = 0.5) burst errors. In Fig. 10 , the solid and dashed lines represent the optimal value on solid-density and moderate-density burst error channels, respectively. For the conventional decoding, as indicated in [9] , the word error probability P W is a decreasing function with respect to L and converges to the value for L → ∞. Hence, the optimal depth for the conventional decoding in Fig. 10 is determined by the smallest value of L which gives P W within the range of 0.1% error of the asymptotic value (the true minimum).
It is shown that the error probability in State B does not affect the optimal depth of interleaving for the error-forecasting decoding as well as for the conventional decoding. This implies that, for a given component code, we can design the depth of interleaving independently of the error probability in State B.
The optimal depth of interleaving for the errorforecasting decoding is slightly less than that for the conventional decoding. Therefore, the error-forecasting decoding can achieve a considerably small word error probability with less depth of interleaving, compared to the conventional decoding.
VII. Conclusion
In this paper, we have derived the expressions of the word error probability of the error-forecasting decoding for an interleaved block code on the Gilbert-Elliott channels. The derived formulas have been examined for an interleaved Reed-Solomon code on solid-density and moderatedensity burst error channels. Numerical results indicate that the error-forecasting decoding can significantly improve the performance, particularly on solid-density burst error channels. In our example, for sufficiently large depth of interleaving, the error-forecasting decoding can decrease the word error probability by orders of magnitude on soliddensity burst error channels. The optimal value of interleaving which minimizes the word error probability has been also evaluated numerically. It has been shown that the optimal depth of interleaving depends mostly on the length of runs of State B of the Gilbert-Elliott channel model and that it is less affected by the error probability in State B.
